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Spatial Updating in Human Parietal Cortex

of the eye movement command is thought to triggerElisha P. Merriam,1,3,* Christopher R. Genovese,2,3

remapping. Updating creates a stable representation ofand Carol L. Colby1,3,*
space by compensating for the displacement of objects1Department of Neuroscience
on the retina.University of Pittsburgh

We hypothesized that spatial updating also occurs in2 Department of Statistics
humans. Behavioral results in humans and nonhumanCarnegie Mellon University
primates have shown that they have similar abilities in3 Center for the Neural Basis of Cognition
double-step eye movement tasks that require the usePittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213
of updated visual information (Baizer and Bender, 1989;
Hallett and Lightstone, 1976). Moreover, the parietal lobe
is critical for task performance. Humans with parietalSummary
lobe damage are unable to perform double-step tasks
(Duhamel et al., 1992b; Heide et al., 1995), and parietalSingle neurons in monkey parietal cortex update visual
neurons in monkeys are specifically active in these tasksinformation in conjunction with eye movements. This
(Goldberg et al., 1990). We thus hypothesized that up-remapping of stimulus representations is thought to
dating would produce physiological activity in humancontribute to spatial constancy. We hypothesized that
parietal cortex and that we would be able to visualizea similar process occurs in human parietal cortex and
it using fMRI. We were encouraged in this endeavor bythat we could visualize it with functional MRI. We
a previous human fMRI study that tested subjects inscanned subjects during a task that involved remap-
a conceptually related triple-step eye movement taskping of visual signals across hemifields. We observed
(Heide et al., 2001). While these authors found activationan initial response in the hemisphere contralateral to
in multiple cortical sites, they suggested that parietalthe visual stimulus, followed by a remapped response
cortex in particular was related to the updating compo-in the hemisphere ipsilateral to the stimulus. We ruled
nent of the task. For these reasons, we focused our dataout the possibility that this remapped response re-
acquisition and analysis on parietal cortex.sulted from either eye movements or visual stimuli

We scanned subjects while they performed an eyealone. Our results demonstrate that updating of visual
movement task that is directly analogous to the taskinformation occurs in human parietal cortex.
used to demonstrate remapping in monkeys. The se-
quence of events in our spatial updating task is shownIntroduction
in Figure 1A. At the beginning of the trial, the subject
fixated a stable target (right cross). A visual stimulusThe idea that visual perception is an active process has
appeared at the center of the screen and remained onattracted considerable interest. Nowhere is the active
for 2 s. The stimulus disappeared at the same time thatnature of vision more evident than in the construction
a tone cued the subject to make a leftward saccade toof a stable image of the world. As we move our eyes,
a stable target (left cross). This eye movement broughtnew images are constantly presented to the brain, yet
the previously stimulated screen location into the rightwe perceive the world as remaining still. This spatial
visual field. No physical stimulus was present in the rightconstancy suggests that the act of making an eye move-
visual field at any time during the trial.ment changes the brain’s representation of visual infor-

Previous studies have shown that visual stimuli acti-mation. Visual and motor signals interact to construct
vate extensive regions of contralateral visual and pari-

an internal representation that is constantly updated
etal cortex (DeYoe et al., 1996; Engel et al., 1997; Sereno

and spatially stable (Colby and Goldberg, 1999).
et al., 1995). We hypothesized that ipsilateral parietal

Neurons in monkey parietal cortex participate in up- cortex would also become activated when an eye move-
dating visual signals. Parietal neurons have retinotopic ment brought the stimulus location into the opposite
receptive fields that move with the eyes. In the remap- visual field, even though the stimulus had already disap-
ping paradigm, when the eyes move so that the re- peared by the time of the eye movement. In the example
ceptive field of a neuron lands on a previously stimulated shown in Figure 1A, we expected activation to shift from
screen location, the neuron fires even though the stimu- the right to the left hemisphere when the eyes moved,
lus is no longer present (Duhamel et al., 1992a). This despite the fact that no physical stimulus ever appeared
response to the trace of the stimulus indicates that a in the right visual field. In addition, we predicted that
transformation in the neural representation has oc- the remapped activation would appear later than the
curred: neurons that initially encoded the location of the visually evoked activation, because the eye movement
visual stimulus have transferred their information to the was cued 2 s after the onset of the visual stimulus (Figure
neurons that will represent the location of the stimulus 1B). Based on previous single-neuron studies in monkey
after the eye movement. The representation of visuospa- (Duhamel et al., 1992a), we also expected that activation
tial information is thereby remapped, or updated, in con- due to remapping would be smaller in amplitude than
junction with the eye movement. A corollary discharge the visually evoked activation. Finally, we predicted the

opposite pattern of activation when a right visual field
stimulus was followed by a rightward saccade (Figures*Correspondence: colby@bns.pitt.edu (C.L.C.), eli@cnbc.cmu.edu

(E.P.M.) 1C and 1D).
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Figure 1. fMRI Paradigm and Predicted
Results

(A) Sequence of events in the spatial updating
condition. The stimulus appears in the left
visual field at the beginning of the trial and
remains on the screen for 2 s. We expected
the stimulus to activate right hemisphere oc-
cipital and parietal cortex (blue circle). Simul-
taneously, the stimulus disappears and a
tone cues the subject to make a leftward eye
movement. This saccade brings the screen
location of the now-extinguished stimulus
(dotted circle) into the right visual field. We
predicted that remapping of the stimulus
trace would cause activation to shift from the
right to the left hemisphere (red hatched
circle).
(B) Predicted time course of activation. The
shaded region indicates the time that the

stimulus is on, and the vertical line at 2 s indicates the time of the auditory cue to make an eye movement. Activation in the right hemisphere,
due to the stimulus, was expected to follow the standard hemodynamic time course (blue curve). Activation in the left hemisphere, due to
the remapped stimulus trace, was expected to occur with a similar time course but shifted by 2 s because the cue to make an eye movement
occurs 2 s after stimulus onset. We also expected the remapped response to be smaller in amplitude than the visual response.
(C and D) The spatial updating condition and predicted results on trials in which the stimulus appears in the right visual field and is followed
by a rightward eye movement. Note that the expected pattern of activation is a mirror reflection of that described in (A) and (B). In this and
all subsequent figures, shades of blue represent visual responses and shades of red represent remapped responses.

Results three epochs, each lasting 2 s: a “prestimulus” epoch
consisted of the period prior to the onset of the visual
stimulus; a “stimulus” epoch consisted of the period inEye Movement Analysis

To ensure that subjects performed the updating task which the stimulus was present, and a “postsaccade”
epoch consisted of the 2 s period beginning 1 s afteraccurately, we tested subjects outside the scanner and

measured their eye position. Three issues were ad- the auditory cue to make the saccade. Figure 3B shows
that there was no difference in eye position betweendressed by this test. First, it was important that subjects

be able to maintain fixation while the stimulus flashed the prestimulus and stimulus epochs, indicating that
subjects were able to maintain accurate fixation despitein the periphery. We tested subjects on either 36 or 72

trials, as in the scanned experiment. We calculated the the presence of the peripheral stimulus. We also tested
the amount of eye position jitter (the standard deviationmean and standard deviation of the eye position over

all trials from all subjects (Figure 2A). There was no of eye position across each epoch). While there was
slightly more jitter in the stimulus epoch (Figure 3C), thisdeviation in gaze caused by the presence of the stimu-

lus. This assured us that the physical stimulus did not difference was not significant [t(318) � 1.54, n.s.]. These
data indicate that subjects were able to perform thisenter the opposite hemifield. Second, it was crucial that

subjects made an eye movement at the appropriate time simple oculomotor task with a high degree of spatial
and temporal accuracy.in response to the auditory cue. Average saccade la-

tency was 279 � 85 ms relative to the auditory cue.
Subjects never made a saccade prior to the auditory Parietal Voxels Respond to Visual Stimuli

and Updated Stimulus Tracescue. Third, it was important that subjects be able to
fixate after the eye movement for the remainder of the We found evidence for remapping in the form of strong

and consistent activation in the ipsilateral parietal lobetrial. As is shown in Figure 2A, subjects maintained gaze
after the saccade. during the spatial updating task. We used anatomical

criteria to define the borders of regions of interest (ROIs)In order to quantify these data, we divided the task into

Figure 2. Eye Position

(A) Horizontal eye position over time aver-
aged across all 450 trials from eight subjects.
The dotted line indicates �1 SD. Traces from
leftward eye movement were flipped and av-
eraged with traces from rightward eye move-
ments.
(B) Mean eye position during each epoch av-
eraged across all trials and subjects.
(C) Mean jitter from the fixation point during
each epoch averaged across all trials and sub-
jects. Error bars indicate 1 SEM in (B) and (C).
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contralateral or (2) ipsilateral visual field; trials of the
saccade-only condition in which subjects made (3) con-
traversive or (4) ipsiversive saccades; and trials of the
spatial updating condition in which the stimulus location
was remapped to the (5) contralateral or (6) ipsilateral
visual field. A large population of task-related voxels
was identified in each of the 16 hemispheres tested.
Figure 3C shows activation in a single subject on trials
of the spatial updating condition in which the stimulus
appeared in the left visual field and was followed by a
leftward saccade. The left visual field stimulus resulted
in strong visual responses in the right hemisphere. The
leftward eye movement brought the stimulus location
into the right visual field, resulting in remapped responses
in left parietal cortex.

We illustrate our main results with data from a single
subject that showed responses typical of the group (Fig-
ure 4). In a given hemisphere, we measured visual re-
sponses on trials of the spatial updating condition in
which the stimulus appeared in the contralateral visual
field and was then followed by a contraversive saccade.
In the example illustrated in Figure 4A, visual responses
(blue) were measured in the left hemisphere (left panel)
on trials in which the stimulus appeared in the right
visual field and was followed by a rightward saccade.
The visual stimulus elicited a large, biphasic response:
the signal first rose to a peak of �1% above baseline
at 6 s after the onset of the stimulus. The response then
quickly dipped to �0.5% below baseline at around 10 s
poststimulus. The shape and magnitude of the visual
response correspond well with previous reports of
BOLD activation evoked by contralateral visual stimuli
(Boynton et al., 1996).

The updating task was designed so that this initial
visual response would be followed about 2 s later by a
remapped response in the opposite hemisphere. We
measured remapped responses on trials of the spatial
updating condition in which an ipsilateral stimulus was
followed by an ipsiversive saccade. In the example illus-
trated in Figure 4, remapped responses (red) were mea-
sured in the left hemisphere (left panel) on trials in which
the stimulus appeared in the left visual field and was
followed by a leftward saccade. Remapped responses
differed from visual responses in several respects. In

Figure 3. Region of Interest in Parietal Cortex
this example, the remapped responses had later rise

(A) Posterior view of both hemispheres of a single subject rendered
times than the visual responses, as expected. The re-at the outermost layer of gray matter. The regions of interest are
mapped responses shown here also had lower peakshown in blue.
amplitudes and slower returns to baseline. The BOLD-(B) Partially unfolded view of the same two hemispheres. Blue shad-

ing indicates the location of the ROI. Shades of gray indicate the image raster plots indicate that these remapped re-
curvature of the cortical surface: dark gray indicates concave areas, sponses were both present and robust throughout the
and light gray indicates convex areas. course of the scanning session (Figures 4B and 4C).
(C) Activation from a single subject on updating trials in which a A similar pattern of activation was present in all 16
left visual field stimulus was followed by a leftward saccade. This

hemispheres (Figure 5). We observed strong visual re-condition elicited activation in contralateral (right) hemisphere oc-
sponses to stimuli in the contralateral hemifield in everycipital and parietal areas, as expected. Activation was also observed
hemisphere. We also observed consistent remappedin the ipsilateral (left) parietal lobe, indicating that the visually evoked

activation was remapped in conjunction with the eye movement. responses. The response curves in Figure 5 are the
average of all task-related voxels in each hemisphere.
We used a partial F test to assess the significance of

that included the intraparietal sulcus and adjacent gyral both response types for each voxel independently (see
cortex (Figures 3A and 3B; see Experimental Proce- Experimental Procedures). We converted the F values
dures). Within this ROI, we selected voxels for inclusion to Z scores and represented the distribution of Z scores
in our analysis if there was a significant response in at in each hemisphere in a boxplot (Figure 6). Z scores
least one of the six types of trials: trials of the stimulus- associated with the visual responses (blue boxes) ex-

ceeded the significance threshold (p � 0.05; horizontalonly condition in which the stimulus appeared in the (1)
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Figure 4. Visual and Remapped Responses
from Each Hemisphere of a Single Subject

(A) Time course of activation evoked by the
visual and remapped responses from parietal
cortex. The MR time course over the 15 s task
epoch represents the average of 72 trials from
49 voxels in the left hemisphere and 33 voxels
in the right hemisphere. The shaded gray bar
indicates when the stimulus was present, and
the vertical line at 2 s shows the time of the
auditory cue to make a saccade. The re-
mapped response (red line) occurs later and
is smaller than the visual response (blue line).
(B) BOLD-image raster plots of the visual re-
sponses from the same hemispheres for 72
successive trials. Activation on individual tri-
als is plotted along the y axis, with percent
signal change represented in pseudocolor
plotted over time (x axis).
(C) BOLD-image raster plots of the remapped
responses for 72 successive trials.
(D) Eye position recorded in 36 trials of the
same task performed outside the scanner.

dotted line) in virtually every individual task-related voxel difference, while small, was significant across the popu-
lation [t(13) � 3.96, p � 0.01].in every hemisphere. A smaller proportion of voxels had

a significant remapped response (red boxes). In two We interpret the existence of remapped responses as
evidence of a spatial updating signal in human parietalhemispheres, the median Z score for the remapped re-

sponses fell below the statistical threshold of p � 0.05. cortex. In the following sections, we rule out two alter-
nate explanations for these results. First, we show thatWe excluded these two hemispheres from subsequent

analyses. the remapped responses are not due to the ipsiversive
eye movements per se. Second, we demonstrate thatThe data shown in Figures 4 and 5 indicate that the

remapped responses were typically smaller than the remapped responses cannot be attributed to the retinal
impact of the stimulus in the ipsilateral visual field.visual responses. To compare response amplitudes di-

rectly, we calculated the amplitude of both response
types by taking the difference between the minimum Saccades Alone Do Not Account

for the Remapped Responsesand the maximum of the response curve (Figure 7). We
then subtracted the remapped response amplitudes One possible explanation of the present results is that

saccades by themselves activate ipsilateral parietal cor-from the visual response amplitudes. Large values indi-
cate an amplitude difference between response types; tex. To rule out this possibility, we tested all subjects

on a saccade-only condition that was identical to thea value of zero indicates no difference. The 95% confi-
dence interval of the median was greater than zero in spatial updating condition in terms of oculomotor re-

quirements. However, in the saccade-only condition,8 out of 14 hemispheres, indicating that there was a
significant amplitude difference in just over half of the no stimulus appeared before the eye movement. Re-

mapped responses were larger than the responses tohemispheres (Figure 7A, filled dots). A t test on the me-
dian values from each hemisphere revealed that the ipsiversive saccades in this control condition (Figure
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Figure 5. Visual and Remapped Responses
from All 16 Hemispheres

Time course of activation evoked by the
visual and remapped responses averaged
over all task-related voxels in each of 16
hemispheres. Same format as in Figure 3.

7B). This difference was significant across the popula- was also significant in 11 out of the 14 hemispheres
(Figure 7C, filled circles).tion of 14 hemispheres [t(13) � 5.44, p � 0.001]. A within-

hemisphere analysis revealed that this difference was
also significant in 11 out of the 14 individual hemispheres Remapped Responses Occur Later
(Figure 7B, filled circles). than the Visual Responses

The timing of the remapped responses also indicates
that they were not caused directly by the ipsilateral stim-Ipsilateral Stimuli Alone Do Not Account

for the Remapped Responses uli. The time series plots in Figures 3 and 4 show that
the remapped responses occur later than the visual re-A second possible explanation of the present results

is that visual stimuli activate ipsilateral parietal cortex sponses, which would not have been the case if they
had been elicited by the stimulus itself. We used Fourierdirectly. To rule out this possibility, we tested all subjects

on a stimulus-only condition that was identical to the analysis to estimate the temporal shift between the vi-
sual and remapped responses in the eight hemispheresspatial updating condition in terms of retinal input but

that did not require an eye movement. Remapped re- that were tested using a periodic design (Figure 8). We
first applied a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to the timesponses were larger than responses to ipsilateral stimuli

(Figure 7C). This difference was significant across the series from each voxel. We then plotted the phase and
magnitude of the FFT at the task frequency (1/15 s) inpopulation of 14 hemispheres [t(13) � 5.44, p � 0.001]. A

within-hemisphere analysis revealed that this difference polar coordinates (Figures 8A and 8B). Each voxel is
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Figure 6. Significance of the Visual and Re-
mapped Responses

Boxplots of Z scores representing the signifi-
cance of visual and remapped responses for
left (L1–L8) and right (R1–R8) hemispheres.
For each box, the white horizontal line indi-
cates the median Z score for the hemisphere.
The top and bottom of the box indicate the
first and third quartile. The vertical lines
(“whiskers”) above and below the box indi-
cate the upper and lower range of the data for
that hemisphere, and the floating horizontal
bars indicate outliers. The response in a given
hemisphere was significant if the median ex-
ceeded the statistical threshold (p � 0.05;
indicated by dotted horizontal line). All 16
hemispheres had a significant visual re-
sponse, with the first quartile of voxels falling
well above the significance threshold (blue
boxes). In each hemisphere, the remapped re-
sponse was associated with smaller Z scores
(red boxes). The median remapped response
was not significant in two hemispheres.

plotted twice: once for the signal elicited by the visual mapped responses cluster in quadrant III, indicating a
phase shift across the population of voxels. A similarstimulus, and again for the signal elicited by the updated

stimulus trace. The polar plot of voxels from the left pattern was observed when voxels from all eight hemi-
spheres were pooled together (Figure 8B).hemisphere of a single subject reveals a clear segrega-

tion in phase based on response type (Figure 8A). The This Fourier analysis shows that voxels in parietal
cortex exhibit a remapped response that occurs latervisual responses cluster in quadrant II, while the re-

Figure 7. Comparison of Remapped Re-
sponses with Control Conditions

(A) Amplitude of the remapped responses
(y axis) compared with responses to contra-
lateral stimuli (x axis) for the 14 hemispheres
that had significant remapped responses.
Each dot represents the median response
amplitude from a single hemisphere. Filled
dots indicate that the 95% confidence limits
of the median response for a single hemi-
sphere did not intersect the unity line, indicat-
ing a significant effect across the population
of voxels in that hemisphere. Contralateral
stimuli elicited a larger MR response than the

updated trace of the stimulus in 8 out of 14 hemispheres. A t test on the medians confirmed that the visual responses were consistently larger
than the remapped responses across hemispheres [t(13) � 3.96, p � 0.01].
(B) The remapped responses were significantly larger than the responses elicited by ipsiversive eye movements in the saccade alone control
condition in 11 out 14 hemispheres. This difference was significant across the group of 14 hemispheres [t(13) � 5.44, p � 0.001].
(C) The remapped response was significantly larger than the response in the stimulus alone control condition in 11 out of 14 hemispheres.
This difference was significant across the group of 14 hemispheres [t(13) � 5.44, p � 0.001]. All amplitude values represent the maximum
percent MR signal change minus the minimum.
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Figure 8. Fourier Analysis of Visual and Re-
mapped Responses

(A) The magnitude (�) and phase (�) of the
FFT at the task frequency are plotted in polar
coordinates for a single subject. The vertical
and horizontal dotted lines indicate 0, 3.75,
7.5, and 11.25 s. Each voxel is plotted twice:
once for the visual response (blue, �), and
again for the remapped response (red, �).
The average vectors for the two response
types are shown as green and black solid
lines. The magnitudes of the visual responses
were normalized to 1; the dotted circles rep-
resent magnitude values proportional to the
average magnitude of the visual responses.
Remapped responses tended to have later
phases and smaller magnitudes than the visual
responses.
(B) Phase and magnitude of all voxels from all
eight hemispheres scanned using a periodic
design.
(C) Boxplot of phase spectra representing the
difference in time between the visual and re-
mapped responses for eight hemispheres.
Phase is represented on the y axis in both
degrees (left) and seconds (right). For each
box, the white horizontal lines indicate the
median phase. The notched black region
around the median indicates the 95% confi-
dence limits for the median. The bottom of
the lower gray portion of the box indicates
the first quartile; the top of the upper gray
portion of the box indicates the third quartile.
The vertical lines (“whiskers”) above and be-
low the box indicate the upper and lower
range of the data for that hemisphere, and
the floating horizontal bars indicate outlier
voxels. The notched black region is above
the zero line in each hemisphere, indicating
a significant phase shift between the visual
and remapped responses across the popula-
tion of voxels.

than the visual response in the same voxels. To test the We were able to rule out several alternative explana-
tions for our findings. First, remapped responses weresignificance of this observation, we calculated the phase

spectrum of the visual and remapped responses. The not due to the ipsiversive eye movements per se. Some
neurons in monkey LIP fire when a saccade is madedistribution of phase spectra across all voxels and hemi-

spheres is summarized in a boxplot in Figure 8C. Large toward the visual receptive field, which is almost always
located in contralateral space (Colby et al., 1996). Asphase spectrum values indicate a large difference in the

time of the responses. We calculated a 95% confidence expected from these single-unit data, human parietal
cortex is also activated by saccades to contralateralinterval of the median phase spectra value in each hemi-

sphere. In each case, the 95% confidence interval was targets (Sereno et al., 2001). While these and other stud-
ies suggest that parietal cortex should not be activatedgreater than zero, indicating a significance phase shift

between the two signals. by ipsiversive eye movements, it was important to con-
sider the possibility. The saccade-only condition was
thus crucial in demonstrating that the remapped re-Discussion
sponses we observed were not due to a motor response
associated with the saccade itself.We found that visual information is updated in human

parietal cortex when the eyes move. Stimulus evoked Second, remapped responses were not due to direct
visual stimulation. Neurons in monkey area LIP haveactivation in one hemisphere is remapped to the oppo-

site hemisphere. This activation is a response to the large, contralateral receptive fields that increase in size
with eccentricity from the fovea (Barash et al., 1991; Bentrace of the stimulus at a particular spatial location. The

stimulus had already disappeared by the time the eye Hamed et al., 2001). Some LIP neurons have receptive
fields near the fovea, and a subset of these neurons havemovement was cued, so it could not be a direct visual

response. This response to the stimulus trace indicates receptive fields that extend across the vertical meridian.
The representation of the ipsilateral visual field is notthat neurons in human parietal cortex maintain a repre-

sentation of space that is dynamically updated in con- extensive in LIP, but some cells do respond to stimuli
located as far as 5� in the ipsilateral visual field. Humanjunction with eye movements.
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imaging studies have reported both positive and nega- tention demands, but did not require an actual eye
movement.tive activations in early visual areas in response to ipsi-

lateral, contrast-modulated checkerboard stimuli (Too- We also considered the relationship between spatial
working memory and the parietal activation we ob-tell et al., 1998), and it is possible that these ipsilateral

responses might extend into parietal cortex. Nonethe- served. At the beginning of the trial, the stimulus acti-
vates a set of neurons that maintain a representation ofless, ipsilateral responses were not observed in our stim-

ulus-only condition. Moreover, the stimuli in our experi- the stimulus location. At the time of the eye movement,
those neurons transfer their information to a second setment were located far from the fovea (�8�) along the

horizontal meridian, decreasing the likelihood of acti- of neurons that represent the new retinotopic location
of the stimulus. This updating involves memory sincevating receptive fields in ipsilateral cortex. Finally, the

remapped responses were time locked to the eye move- the neurons are responding to a stimulus that is no
longer physically present. Many previous imaging stud-ment, not the onset of the visual stimulus. If the re-

mapped responses were in fact retinal in origin, they ies have reported frontal, parietal, and extrastriate acti-
vation in tasks that involve the active maintenance ofwould have been concurrent with the visual responses.

The third alternate explanation that we considered spatial information (Berman and Colby, 2002; Courtney
et al., 1998; Heide et al., 2001; Sereno et al., 2001; Sweeneywas whether the remapped responses might be related

to the auditory stimulus that was the instruction cue to et al., 1996). Two studies in particular have demon-
strated the importance of memory-related activation ininitiate a saccade. A small number of cells in monkey

LIP respond to auditory stimuli if the monkey has been parietal cortex during eye movements. Heide et al. (2001)
found preferential activation in parietal cortex when sub-trained to make saccades to a spatial location cued

by an auditory stimulus (Grunewald et al., 1999; Linden jects performed memorized sequences of eye move-
ments, and Sereno et al. (2001) demonstrated a spatialet al., 1999; Mazzoni et al., 1996). In our experiment, a

tone cued subjects to initiate an eye movement, but the map in parietal cortex when subjects made memory-
guided saccades to retinotopic targets. These studiessaccade itself was directed toward a stable visual target.

While it is possible that the tone activated parietal cor- indicate that memory traces exist in human parietal cor-
tex, in accord with the present findings.tex, it was not the source of the responses we observed.

The saccade-only condition also involved making eye
movements in response to the same auditory stimuli, Comparison with Single-Unit Physiology
yet we did not observe the same pattern of activation In the present study, an eye movement brings a pre-
in that condition. Furthermore, the auditory stimulus was viously stimulated screen location into the opposite vi-
presented binaurally, so we would not have observed sual field. In single-unit studies in monkeys, the eye
the temporal shift between the visual and remapped movement brings the spatial location of the vanished
responses had the auditory stimulus itself driven the stimulus into the receptive field of the neuron being
activation in parietal cortex. recorded. Both cases are demonstrations of a spatially

specific response in the absence of direct visual stimu-
lation.Cognitive Factors and Spatial Updating

We considered the degree to which the remapped re- The results from our study suggest functional similari-
ties between monkey and human parietal cortex. Thesponses might be related to cognitive factors, such as

anticipation, attention, and memory. Half of the subjects physiological response properties of spatial updating
were comparable in two important ways. First, in ourwere scanned using a randomized interleaved design

that prevented the subjects from predicting which con- study, both the visual and remapped responses oc-
curred at about the same time relative to the hypothe-dition would be tested on upcoming trials, and from

anticipating when the next trial would occur. This experi- sized arrival of visual information in cortex. In the updat-
ing condition, the visual stimulus appeared 2 s priormental design helped ensure that additional variables,

such as anticipation, were equally present in the both to the cue to make an eye movement. The remapped
response was therefore shifted in time relative to thethe experimental and control conditions.

Spatial updating and attention are fundamentally simi- visual response, reflecting the period between the onset
of the visual stimulus and the cue to make an eye move-lar phenomena at the neuronal level. The spatial re-

sponse properties of LIP neurons change when the eyes ment. In monkeys, neurons exhibit a remapped re-
sponse that occurs coincident with or even before themove, and can do so in advance of the eye movement

(Duhamel et al., 1992a). This predictive remapping fol- eye movement (Duhamel et al., 1992a; Nakamura and
Colby, 2002; Umeno and Goldberg, 1997). We found thatlows the same time course as the behaviorally measured

attention shift that occurs prior to eye movements (Hiko- some voxels responded earlier than the time predicted
by the cue to make the eye movement. Early neuronalsaka et al., 1996; Kowler et al., 1995). Remapping of

receptive fields may thus be a neural instantiation of activity may reflect a predictive response that allows
the brain to represent the updated location before thean attention shift. However, as shown by single-unit

recording studies, an attention shift by itself is not suffi- end of the saccade.
Second, we found that the remapped response wascient to induce remapping (Colby, 1996; Duhamel et

al., 1992a). The attention shift that occurs prior to the smaller in magnitude than the visual response. This find-
ing is consistent with physiological studies in monkeyssaccade must by followed by an actual eye movement,

or remapping does not occur. This is evident in our in which cells have remapped responses that are on
average half as large as the responses to stimuli in theexperiment because remapped responses did not occur

in the stimulus-only condition, which had the same at- receptive field (Duhamel et al., 1992a). These similarities
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suggest that the mechanisms governing remapping may 1999). It is also strongly activated when subjects make
saccades to remembered targets (Sweeney et al., 1996).be similar in humans and monkeys.
A recent study found two foci of activation near the
intraparietal sulcus that encode remembered saccadeFunctional Areas in Human and Monkey
targets in retinotopic coordinates (Sereno et al., 2001).Parietal Cortex
One of these regions is located near the middle part ofMonkey parietal cortex contains multiple functionally
the intraparietal sulcus, at the junction of the superiorand anatomically defined areas (Colby and Duhamel,
and inferior branches. The other region is located poste-1991). Whether human parietal cortex is divided into a
riorly at the base of the sulcus. While further studies aresimilar set of regions is unknown (for review, see Culham
needed to establish the complete set of parietal areasand Kanwisher, 2001). Two interrelated issues regarding
in humans and nonhuman primates (Press et al., 2001;parietal organization are currently under debate. The
Van Essen et al., 2001), the emerging picture is onefirst issue is the degree of functional specialization
of a similar anatomical and physiological organizationwithin parietal cortex. Some studies have reported over-
across species.lapping regions of parietal activation in tasks with very

The goal of the present study was to demonstrate anddifferent cognitive and behavioral requirements, empha-
characterize updating of visual information in humansizing the generality of function in human parietal cortex
cortex. Our approach differs considerably from that of(Wojciulik and Kanwisher, 1999). Other studies have
the localization studies described above. We askedidentified multiple, functionally specialized zones within
whether voxels in the intraparietal sulcus exhibit re-the parietal lobe. For example, a large region in inferior
sponse properties that are similar to those of singleparietal cortex is activated by tasks involving language
neurons recorded in parietal cortex in behaving pri-processing and abstract numerical calculation, while
mates. We did this without restricting our analysis byother regions in superior parietal cortex are activated
means of a conjunction paradigm. Rather, we beganby eye movements, attention, and manual grasping
with a large anatomically defined ROI and included vox-(Corbetta and Shulman, 2002; Simon et al., 2002). Con-
els that responded in any one of our task conditionsjunction paradigms (Price and Friston, 1997) have been
(visual, saccade, or spatial updating). Once we identifieda successful strategy for identifying functionally special-
task-related voxels, we performed a series of analysesized cortical zones in the midst of diffuse patterns of
on the entire population. This approach allowed us toactivation. In parietal cortex, Bremmer et al. (2001) mea-
demonstrate the existence of physiological responsessured responses to auditory, visual, and somatosensory
to remapping in humans. The cortical region analyzed inmotion. Large regions are activated by each of these
this study likely includes both the anterior and posteriortypes of stimuli, but only a circumscribed region re-
maps described by Sereno et al. (2001). This regionsponds to all three. Similarly, large regions in parietal
presumably includes both the human homolog of areacortex respond to objects presented in either the visual
LIP and additional extrastriate and parietal visual areasor tactile modalities, but only a small region is activated
as well. Further studies will be needed to identify theby both (Grefkes et al., 2002).
specific regions in which remapping is localized andA second important issue regarding parietal cortex
their correspondence to parietal areas in the monkey.relates to the correspondence between areas in mon-

keys and humans. Numerous distinct areas have been
identified along the intraparietal sulcus in monkeys in Experimental Procedures

anatomical and physiological studies (Andersen et al.,
Stimuli and Task Conditions1990; Colby and Duhamel, 1991; Colby et al., 1988;
Subjects were scanned during three experimental conditions. (1) InMaunsell and van Essen, 1983). Several authors have
the spatial updating condition, subjects fixated one of two stable

now used fMRI to identify functionally similar regions in crosses located at �8� and �8�. A flickering stimulus appeared at
parietal cortex of humans and monkeys, and some of the center of the display screen. The stimulus was a white spot, the

size and flicker frequency of which changed randomly (ranging fromthese areas are found in the same relative positions in
0� to 2�, and 6 to 10 Hz). The stimulus fell in either the right or leftboth species. For instance, the parietal motion area in
visual hemifield (�8�) and remained on the screen for 2 s. At thehumans, identified by Bremmer et al. (2001), is restricted
time of stimulus offset, a binaurally presented tone cued the subjectto the ventral portion of the IPS. They concluded that this
to make a saccade to the fixation cross located on the opposite

region is the human equivalent of the ventral intraparietal side of the screen. This eye movement caused the screen location
area (VIP) in monkeys, an area defined by its location and where the stimulus had appeared to enter the opposite visual hemi-

field. There were two types of trials in the spatial updating condition:by its responses to visual and somatosensory motion
trials in which the stimulus appeared in the right visual field andstimuli (Colby et al., 1993; Duhamel et al., 1998). Like-
was followed by a rightward saccade, and trials in which the stimuluswise, the bimodal object identification region identified
appeared in the left visual field and was followed by a leftwardin humans by Grefkes and colleagues (Grefkes et al.,
saccade.

2002) is located anteriorly in the sulcus. Its location and (2) In the stimulus-only condition, the subject maintained fixation
response properties thus correspond well with those on either the right or left cross, and the stimulus appeared for 2 s

at the center of the screen. There were two types of trials in theof the anterior intraparietal area (AIP) described in the
stimulus-only condition: trials in which the stimulus appeared inmonkey (Sakata et al., 1995).
the right visual field, and trials in which the stimulus appeared inThe location of the lateral intraparietal area (LIP) in
the left visual field.humans is a matter of much current interest. Parietal

(3) In the saccade-only condition, the subject made saccades to
cortex is activated when subjects make saccadic and stable crosses when prompted by a binaurally presented auditory
smooth pursuit eye movements (Berman et al., 1999; cue, but no visual stimulus appeared on the screen. There were two

types of trials in the saccade-only condition: trials in which subjectsCorbetta et al., 1998; Luna et al., 1998; Petit and Haxby,
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made a rightward saccade, and trials in which subjects made a 1 mm gap) covered the entire parietal lobe, as well as superior
portions of the occipital lobe, and posterior portions of the frontalleftward saccade.

Visual and auditory stimuli were presented using CORTEX soft- lobes. In each run, we collected 240 images per slice. Subjects were
scanned for six to eight runs each, resulting in at least 28,800 imagesware (http://www.cortex.salk.edu/) running on a PC. Visual stimuli

were back projected onto a Lucite screen using a 3-panel LCD per subject. For subjects scanned using the periodic design, we
used a locally developed spiral scanning sequence to achieve higherprojector. Auditory stimuli were presented using pneumatic head-

phones. temporal resolution (TR � 1 s; TE � 18 ms). Eighteen oblique slices
(3.125 	 3.125 	 3.0 mm, with no gap) were positioned to cover
the entire parietal lobe. In each run, we collected 551 images perExperimental Design
slice. Subjects were scanned for six to eight runs each, resulting inThe particular ordering and spacing of trials in fMRI experiments is
at least 59,508 images per subject. Subjects lay quietly in the darkknown to have a profound impact on both the nature of the evoked
for 1–2 min between runs and were instructed to keep their eyesMR response and the analysis methods used to analyze the data
closed.(Aguirre and D’Esposito, 2000). There are costs and benefits associ-

ated with different design options. We used two different experimen-
Analysis of fMRI Datatal designs to enhance our ability to detect remapped response, to
Our approach to data analysis for both experiments involved threecontrol cognitive factors, and to estimate the fine temporal aspects
stages: (1) preprocessing and noise reduction; (2) voxel selection;of the responses.
and (3) response parameter estimation.Theoretical work indicates that randomization of both trial order

and interstimulus interval enhances the ability to estimate the shape
of the MR response (Birn et al., 2002; Liu et al., 2001). We tested Preprocessing and Noise Reduction

The data were preprocessed using locally developed FIASCO soft-half of the subjects (n � 4) using a randomized design in which
three conditions occurred in an interleaved fashion. On a given ware (Eddy et al., 1996) (available at http://www.stat.cmu.edu/

�fiasco). Preprocessing steps included a correction for fluctuationstrial, subjects either viewed a peripheral stimulus while maintaining
fixation (stimulus-only condition), or made an eye movement in the in mean intensity; motion correction of the raw, complex-valued

K space data; image reconstruction; linear detrending; and outlierabsence of a stimulus (saccade-only condition), or made an eye
movement after the stimulus disappeared (updating condition). We correction using a Windsor filter. Outliers were defined as data

points farther than ten times the interquartile range from the median.randomized both the trial order and the interstimulus interval within
the ordering constraints of the task (e.g., subjects never performed The image data were not spatially smoothed.
two successive eye movements in the same direction). Within each
480 s run, subjects performed an average of eight trials of each Voxel Selection: ROI Definition and Response Detection
condition and the interstimulus interval varied from 6 to 15 s. The The goal of this second stage of data analysis was to identify voxels
interleaved design ensured that cognitive factors and motor prepa- that were candidates for exhibiting remapping activity. We used two
ration were held constant across the different conditions. This de- criteria to select voxels. First, we applied anatomical criteria to
sign also ensured that variables such as slow drifts in the MR signal define a region of interest in parietal cortex in each hemisphere.
and head motion were evenly distributed across task conditions. Second, we applied a functional criterion by selecting voxels that
Our analysis allowed us to calculate an impulse-response function showed a significant response in at least one of the six conditions
for each condition independently even though the MR responses (contra- or ipsilateral visual stimuli, saccades, or spatial updating).
overlapped in time. Voxels that fulfilled these criteria were considered to be task related.

It was also critical for our study to be able to detect small temporal We drew anatomically defined regions-of-interest (ROIs) on the
differences between the visual and remapped responses. In periodic high-resolution structural scans from each hemisphere using tools
designs, the power of the signal is concentrated around the funda- included in the FreeSurfer software package (Dale et al., 1999; Fischl
mental frequency of the task, rather than across the entire spectrum, et al., 1999). ROIs included the entire extent of the intraparietal
as in randomized designs (Aguirre and D’Esposito, 2000). This type sulcus. The ROI extended anteriorly to the segment of the sulcus
of design allows the use of Fourier analysis to estimate the time of that joins the postcentral sulcus, and extended posteriorly toward
the MR signal evoked by each response type (Saad et al., 2001; the occipital lobe, stopping at the “T” junction formed by the IPS
Sereno et al., 1995). Accordingly, we tested the other four subjects and the transverse occipital sulcus (Figures 3A and 3B). The ROI
using a fixed interval, periodic design. Within each 551 s run, sub- extended outside the sulcus to include the adjacent gyral surface,
jects fixated during the first 11 s. They then performed 36 trials. as well as both medial and lateral side branches. ROIs were then
One trial occurred every 15 s. This task frequency confers optimal resampled to the resolution of the functional data. This method
sensitivity for detecting brief events (Bandettini and Cox, 2000). allowed us to define the ROIs using the detailed anatomical informa-
In two control runs, subjects viewed a peripheral stimulus while tion from the structural scans without resampling or distorting the
maintaining fixation (stimulus-only condition). In another two control functional data in any way.
runs, subjects made eye movements in the absence of a stimulus We used multiple regression to detect voxels that showed signifi-
(saccade-only condition). In an additional two to four runs, subjects cant responses to any task condition. Multiple regression was per-
made an eye movement after the stimulus disappeared (updating formed using software from the AFNI analysis package (Cox, 1996)
condition). (http://afni.nimh.nih.gov/afni). The detailed methods for this proce-

dure have been described elsewhere (Ward, 1998). In short, the
regression model included a separate regressor to model the signalMR Data Collection
at each time point in a 14 s window following the start of each trial.Eight right-handed subjects, ages 23–30, participated. All subjects
Activation maps were created by using a partial F test that comparedhad been scanned previously for other studies and were highly
the variance accounted for by the regressor associated with eachexperienced in performing oculomotor tasks in an MR environment.
condition to the full model fit to the data. Activation maps wereThe protocol for this study was approved by the IRB at the University
thresholded using a false discovery rate procedure that controlsof Pittsburgh and informed consent was obtained from all subjects.
the rate of false positives while obviating the need for explicit correc-MR images were collected on a GE Signa 3 Tesla scanner. A high-
tion for multiple comparisons (Genovese et al., 2002).resolution SPGR anatomical sequence was collected at the begin-

ning of each scanning session (TR, 24 ms; flip angle, 30�; number
of slices, 124; in-plane voxel dimensions, 0.98 	 0.98 mm; slice Response Parameter Estimation

Once we identified a population of task-related voxels in each hemi-thickness, 1.0–1.5 mm depending on head size).
We used two different pulse sequences to collect BOLD-sensitive sphere, we carried out several analyses aimed at describing the

properties of the visual and remapped responses. Raw time seriesimages. For subjects scanned using the interleaved design, we col-
lected images using an echo-planer pulse sequence developed by data were analyzed using custom software written in Matlab (Math-

Works, Inc.) and in the “S” programming language implemented inGE (EPI-RT) with a 2000 ms time to repetition (TR) and a 30 ms echo
time (TE). Twenty oblique slices (3.125 	 3.125 	 3.0 mm, with a S-Plus (MathSoft, Inc.).
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